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SUMMARY.

These experiments were made by the National Advisory Cbmmittiee for Aeronautics at
the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, to investigate the velocity of the
air in the slipstream in horizontal and climbing flight to determine the form of expression gking
the slipstream velocity in terms of the airspeed of the airpkme. The method used consisted in
flying the airplane both on a Ie-reI course and in climb at fuU throttIe and measuring the slip-
stream vdocit y at seven points in the slipstream for the whoIe speed range of tthe airplane in
both conditions. ID general the res.dk show that for both conditions-i. e., horizontal and
climbing flights-the reIation between the slipstream velocity ~, and airspeed 1“ can be repre-
sented by straight lines and consequently the equwtions are of the form:

F.=?nv+b.

Where m and b are constants.
METHOD.

The investigation was made on a standard Yought ( TX–7) training airplane with Sin-y
propelIer No. 047542. The ~eloeity in the slipstream w-asmeasured by seven special Pitot static
heads (Fig. 1) mounted on a streamline wooden
spar which ran radiaUy from the exhaust
mmifoId to the leading edge of the top wing.
The heads were distributed along this spar as
shown in Figure 2, the inside one being 4 inches
from the exhaust manifold and the others at
6-inch spnces, so that the region investigated
extended well beyond the slipstream. The
spar was mounted 0.32 diameter back of the
propeller and as free as possible from any inter-
ference of bracing wires or other obstructions.
However, it is felt that the reading of the in-
nermost head may be somewhat erratic due to
its proximit~ to the exhaust manifoId. These

1 ,.

~lG.l.—Pitot static head.

beak and a-uni~ersally mounted Pltot static head for measuring the airplane’s airspeed (Fig. 3)
were connected to the ATationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics multiple recording mano-
meter 1 which recorded the eight readings simult anecud-y. The data were obtained as follows:

1. In horizontal flight the th.rottIe was opened tide at maximum speed, gradually eIosed
until the speed of minimum power was reached, and then opened wide at minimum speed. A
IeveI flight path w-asmtiintained by means of a statoscope a~d the readings recorded ai airspeed
increments of 10 M. P. H.

?. In climbing flight the th_rottIe w-as opened wide for the mhole run, begiig with high
speed horizontal fight and pulling the airpIane up through its entire range of climbing angIe
and ending with minimum speed in horizontal flight.. As before, the readings were taken at air-
speed increments of 10 M. P. H.
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Four runs were made for each condition with the radial spar mounted cm the right side.
Then the installation of heads was changed to the corresponding position on.the left side of
the a.irphme and two additional runs made for both conditions.

All the flights -were made at an aItitmde corresponding to a density of 88 per cent (+ 2 per
cent) standard density and the speeds given are the indicated speeds for that density.

Before the flight tests the heads were tested in tlie Committee’s wind tunnel for effects of
misalignment with the reIative wind. Also severaI flights were made with a yaw meter head
mounted in place of the Pitot static heads to determine the amount of yaw of the. slipstream.

PRECISION.

The capsules used on khe multiple recording manometer were calibrated against, a water
cohnnn before and after the tests, and should be precise to +-2 M. P. H. The yaw meter
recorded a maximum yaw of 3.75° corresponding to an error of 0.6 ~er cen~ of the, slipstream
velocity, the velocity reading being too g;eat. -

Fro. 2.—Mounting of Pitot static heixls FIG. 3.—Gnirersallj’ mounted Pitot static airspeed head.

RESULTS.

The results are pIott ed in Figures 4, 5, and 6. The slipstream velocities ob ta.ined in the
two runs made with the insta~lation of heack on the opposite sick d the airpkne agree very
closely with the others and are plot ted with them in Figure 4. To obtain the mean slipst roam
velociby Vsj as plotted in Figures 5 anti 6, the velocity at each airspeed head was considered
as acting over an annular area. .4s this area is di~e.ctly proportional to the square of the
distance of the point investigated from the center hne of the crankshaft, the flata were pIf)ttcd
with t]le in[~i~,idual values of slipstream velocity as o~:dinate.s and the square of the distance
from the center line- of the c~ankshaft as abscissxe. The mean ordinate of this curvo or the
mean slipstream velocity was obtained between the fuselage a.ncl the place of zero slip. In
every case the position of zero slip was found to be almost directly behind the propeller tip,
so tke distance to the propeller tip was used as the outside limit of t~e slipstremn. For conven-
ience, the data obtained at–the same approximate airspeed ( +-2 M. P. H.) were plothxl
together as in Figure 4. It should be noted, therefore, that ezcb experimenhd point in Figures
5 ancl 6 represents data obtained from at least three runs. Two points compntwi on the basis
of the momentum theory are also plotted in Figures 5 and 6 for comparison. z

z Assuming the slipstream area to be 0.8 the ~ropeIler disc area, and that the velocity of the air is uniform over the slipstream, from ths
momentum theory of propulsion we ha>-e the following relation

Thrust= M ( 1’.- T’)

=: A, v, ( v*- v)
=. CO15II%v..( v,- v) (I)

Thrnst.~ .
[z

l?qwting(1)and(2)andreducin< ( V.-v) V,=3%J

Where Ij==vetwity of .4ipstream (ft./see.). ,.

V =akspeed(ft./scc.).
D = diameter of propeIIer ( ft.).
A~slipstream area
M= mass of air prosing through propeller in 1 second.
P =.horse~wer.

v = mwcllerefficiency.
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Referring to Figure 6 it will bo seen that for horizontal flight the curve of V, against V,

except for the very low speeds, is a straight line and its equation may be written:
V.=?nv+b.
m =1.0
b = 10.0 M. P. H,
V,= T’+ 10.0 M. P. H.

Also from the same figure it will be seen that the curve for climbing flight is a straight
liue and its equation may be written:

V.=mv+b
m =.75
b =4o.5 M. P. H.
v,= .75 v+ 40.5

The distribution of the velocity along the radiaI line in the slipstream is plotted in I?igurcs
4 and 7. Eif?iel’s 3 curves Ior a model propeller are inserted for comparison. The agrecnneut

10.2030 40 50 6L7
r diamefer

FIG.7.—Slipstresm Yelocity eurws.

is pwticularly good and
it is interesting to note
that with reference to
the ~irplane, the air just
outside the slip sLrmm

has a velocity which is
less than the velocity of
the undisturbed a i r.
Similar results h a v e
been found at tlie N. P.
L. with model propel-
lers.’

The thrust for’ooh
horizontal find climbing
flights w computwi on
the basis of the nlomen-
tum theory is plotted
in Figure 8.

The ordinate intersected between the two thrust curves represents the thrus~ av:~iIabIe
for climb. Knowing this value, the airspeed along the path and the weight of the airplntw,
the rate of climb m;y be calculated from the fol-
lowing expression:

Rate of cIimb = V ~

Where

V= the airspeed in ft.jrnin.
W= weight of the airplane.
T.= thrust available for” climb.

This computation has been made and the curve
of rate of climb against airspeed has been plotted
in Figure 8. To check the computed rate of climb
a flight was made and the actual rate of climb be-
tween O and 3,000 feet- w-as obtained at airspeeds
of 70, 80, 90, and 100 M. P. H. This curve has also
been plotted in Figure 8. The computed curve
represents the rate of climb at 88 per cent standard
density and the observed curve represents the rate of FIG. S-Pwformanceof VE-7fromApstreamdab.

ahTouvelIes Reehcrches sur La Resistance de l’. iir et Aviation. J Reports and Memoranda No. 371.
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climb at. 91 per cent standard densitty. The conditions are sufficiently close for comparati-re
purposes. The maximum rate of climb is the same by both methods and although the actual
performance curve indicates the maximum -value of rate of climb at a l&her airspeed than
does the computed curve, the discrepancy is slight and probably within the accuracy of the
meawmements.

~Talue of R. P. M. was observed in all these tests and a curve of R. P. M. against airspeed
has been inserted for reference (Fig. 9).
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FIG. 9.—Re~oIutions per minute vs. airspeed, VE-i.

CONCLUSIONS.

Besides the fact that the expression for the value of the slipstream veIoc.iiy may be repre-
sented by a straight line, the most noteworthy fack bro~~ht out by this report is the good
comparison between wind tunnel and free flight resulks and the results obtained by the com-
putations based upon the momentum theory. A series of tests cm a sirgle airplane of one
t-ype may not produce any conclusive evidence but it does point st.ronggly to the concision
that for the usual uses to -which a knowledge of the slipstream velocity is appIied, nameIy,
slipstream corrections in preliminary performance calculations and design, the momentum
theory is suflkiently accurate.
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